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Retirement Planning

Vaijayanthi
Chandrasekaran, 

ALMI

RETIREMENT MUSINGS

RETIREMENT MUSINGS
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RETIREMENT MUSINGS
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WHY RETIREMENT???
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WHY RETIREMENT???
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WHY RETIREMENT???
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OPPORTUNITY
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WHY RETIREMENT???
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OPPORTUNITY
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6 RETIREMENT PLANNING TIPS
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Start your retirement planning early enough

Provision the impact of inflation in retirement planning

Right Asset Allocation in retirement planning 

Have enough health insurance 

Being debt free early enough

Avoid taking risks after retirement
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RETIREMENT PITCHES
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Your retirement 

is about saying 

goodbye to 

tension 

and saying 

hello to 

pension.

Post retirement

you’ll be your first 

responsibility. 

Have you taken 

care of it???

When you retire, 

your family gets 

your full time , 

how about your 

full income???

It's nice to get out 

of the rat race, but 

have you  learnt to 

get along with less 

cheese???
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SALES STORY 1

When you retire  is there something’s that you cannot avoid?

Do you know what is that?

13

3 MEALS A DAY

14

₹200

₹500

25yrs

₹ 45,00,000

What is the current cost of  3 meals today ?

What will be the cost of 3 meals when you retire?

What will be life expectancy post retirement?

Corpus one needs for 3 Meals a day during retirement

500 * 360 Days * 25 =

₹ 45,00,000Total Corpus for just 3 Meals a day =

3 MEALS A DAY

15

Now if one factors in health expenses ₹ 5000 per month 

during retirement years = 5000 * 12 * 25 ₹ 15,00,000

Total Retirement Corpus needed for a couple  = ₹1,20,00,000
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OPPORTUNITIES AFTER RETIREMENT

SALES STORY 2
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Which is one is comfortable???

Write your name once again, now using other hand???

How do you think you did ???

Which is one is better ???

Write your name on sheet of paper ?

300 INCOMES
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35 yrs

25yrs

How many earning years one has in general?

What will be the life expectancy post retirement?

How many incomes during earning years? 420

How many incomes do you need during retirement years ? 300

HAVE YOU PLANNED FOR YOUR 300 INCOMES
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THANK YOU 
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